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Changes for Surveying at QUT 
 
The Faculty will be reorganised into three schools, called Design, Engineering 
Systems and Urban Development. Engineering Systems will be formed from 
an amalgamation of the current Schools of Electrical and Electronic Systems 
Engineering and of Mechanical, Manufacturing and Medical Engineering. 
Urban Development will be formed from the current Schools of Construction 
Management and Property and Civil Engineering, and the disciplines of 
Planning and Surveying, currently located in the School of Design and Built 
Environment. The School of Design will be formed from the current School of 
Design and Built Environment, less the two disciplines of Planning and 
Surveying.  
 
There will be six portfolios operating across the Faculty – three scholarship 
portfolios of Teaching and Learning, Research and Application, and three 
support portfolios of People, Resources and Marketing and External 
Relations.  The portfolios are Faculty-wide activities embracing teams of 
academic and professional staff in varying sizes and mix, the roles of which 
must be worked out in detailed planning over the next few months.  The three 
Scholarship portfolio heads will be full-time positions as an Assistant Dean. 
Teaching and Learning and Research portfolios continue but with increased 
authority. 
 
 
New senior management reporting line: 
  
 
 
 
 
The New Head of School of Urban Development is Associate Professor 
Stephen Kajewski, formerly from the School of Construction Management. 
 
 
 
Surveying and Planning are moving to the other side of the Gardens point 
Campus from D building to decant offices level 5 of L building during 
December. From December 2005 staff offices and labs will be moving onto 
level 8 of L building. The front office for contact is located on level 4 of L 
building at Gardens Point Campus. L building (brown bricks) is the closest 
building to the Goodwill Bridge. However, the mapping science lab and 
student computer labs (S cubed room) will remain until end of 2005. The 
survey measurement lab (survey store) is unchanged on the ground floor of M 
building and maintains vehicle access. 
 
Course Design 
New undergraduate and postgraduate courses design is well advanced with a 
probable implementation in the New Year of 2006. Each School has formed a 
group around course design; Course Design Working Group (CDWG) 
representatives are engaged in discussion with their colleagues through these 
formal meetings.  In addition individual staff within and across Schools are 
meeting informally to look for ways to conceptualise and configure new 
courses.  In representing their Schools, members of the CDWG are charged 
with responsibility to meet with colleagues, identify local issues and ideas of 
significance, ensure that specific issues of particular fields are addressed and, 
most importantly, work with their colleagues to ensure that course design 
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ideas are communicated to and from CDWG.  And CDWG is listening to all 
the ideas emanating from these three different schools with a view to finding 
links and synergies between them in order that a suite of courses which allow 
our students opportunity to broaden and strengthen their education, in any of 
our fields, emerge.   
 
All of this discussion is being framed within the Faculty’s and University’s 
visions and goals and our ideas about our graduates.   
 
 
 
 
Surveying Students investigating approaches to an environmental survey at 
junction of Boggy Creek and Brisbane River. 
 
